
Maximizing service quality and customer 
experience in Claims Processing

CENIT implements IBM ECM System Monitor to enhance 
service quality and knowledge worker’s productivity at 
major insurance company in North America. 
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Tailored Implementation

The initial project was delivered in 2013. After a planning work-
shop the CENIT experts conducted an analysis of the various 
ECM environments, which are located in multiple data centers. 
The concept included not only best practices, but also cover-
ed specific client requirements. The next step was to install 
the ECM System Monitor management servers and the agents 
on the monitored systems in the Production and UAT environ-
ments. 

After configuring the functionalities and intensive testing in the 
UAT environment the solution was rolled-out to the Production 
environments. A 2-day training enabled the ECM administrators 
to use, configure and maintain the solution. After several weeks 
of operation an event history analysis was conducted, along 
with fine-tuning of monitoring thresholds and logfile filters to 
generate as many events as necessary – but as few as possible. 

In late 2014 CENIT upgraded ECM System Monitor to a new re-
lease, leveraging new capabilities in monitoring and reporting. 
To meet specific needs the insurer added more monitors, e.g. 
monitoring expiration dates of certificates, the number of used 
sequence IDs in DB2 or WebSphere out-of-memory notifica-
tions.

Since 2015 CENIT provides application management services 
for ECM System Monitor. This service called C.A.R.E. enables 
the insurer to concentrate on high value projects, as CENIT will 
be addressing the repetitive maintenance tasks, and ensures 
continuity when internal resources leave or are on vacation.

Service Quality is not an option

The insurance market is highly competitive. An outstanding 
customer service is a must to retain customers and protect the 
brand reputation. To maximize knowledge worker’s productivi-
ty and end customer experience IT organizations have to provi-
de reliable and high-performing IT applications 24/7. 

The customer in this case is an insurance group in North Ame-
rica, offering financial solutions for individuals and organiza-
tions. The company uses IBM ECM applications in crucial custo-
mer facing business processes such as claims processing or 
underwriting.

The Challenge

Thanks to the benefits of FileNet the insurer uses this ECM plat-
form on a broad level. To increase the reliability of the FileNet 
ecosystem for a growing user base, the company decided to im-
plement IBM ECM System Monitor. Avoiding significant outage 
costs in the business units was the major driver for this decisi-
on. Due to CENIT competencies in operating IBM ECM platforms 
as well as previous successful projects the company selected 
CENIT to implement this FileNet monitoring. The solution inclu-
ded the proactive monitoring of the ECM engines, the middle-
ware and 3rd party solutions as well as the event forwarding to 
the central event management using BMC. 

A Reliable Monitoring of the FileNet Platforms

Today, more than 40 IBM FileNet and Datacap servers are mo-
nitored 24/7. Automated email alerting and the integration into 
the company’s central event management enable the insurer to 
guarantee its knowledge workers better business results and 
its clients’ maximum customer experience. “This is the 2nd 
time we engaged CENIT and I just wanted to express my appre-
ciation for the knowledge and experience your team brings to 
the table. You made ECM System Monitor a valuable tool to ma-
nage FileNet. CENIT provided a number of custom scripts that 
allow us to monitor key items in our systems that we did not 
even know were possible. These alone have brought manage-
ment’s level of confidence in the product to a new level. As well, 
the improvements in the latest version of ECM System Monitor 
are a welcome relief. The reporting, which is an important item 
for us, provides the kinds of reports we can make good use of.” 
explains the happy project lead. His conclusion is very simple: 
“I look forward to our next engagement with Cenit”.

 

»This is the 2nd time we engaged CENIT and I just wanted to express 
my appreciation for the knowledge and experience your team brings 
to the table. You made ECM System Monitor a valuable tool to mana-
ge FileNet. CENIT provided a number of custom scripts that allow us 
to monitor key items in our systems that we did not even know were 
possible...«
Richard M., Project Leader

At a glance

Challenge

 ■ Establishment of proactive monitoring for early  
detection and prevention of potential errors of the 
IBM ECM platform 

 ■ Provision of event information for accelerated root 
cause analysis and problem resolution

 ■ Central operation of decentralized ECM systems

Solution

 ■ Implementation of IBM ECM System Monitor for  
monitoring the IBM ECM and 3rd party systems

 ■ Integration of ECM monitoring with central event ma-
nagement / IT Operations

Benefits

 ■ Prevention of outages of ECM applications – reduced 
productivity losses in business units

 ■ Faster root cause analysis and problem resolution
 ■ Increased insight into the ECM platform’s health and 

behavior



CENIT AG
For over 26 years, CENIT has been successfully active as a leading consulting and software specialist for optimizing business  
processes in the Digital Factory, Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), SAP Solutions, Enterprise Information Management (EIM), 
Business Intelligence (BI), and Application Management Services (AMS) fields. 

CENIT complements standard solutions by strategic partners such as DASSAULT SYSTEMES, SAP and IBM by providing well- 
established own software solutions. These include the FASTSUITE product family for software solutions in the Digital Factory 
field, cenitCONNECT for SAP PLM-related processes, cenitSPIN as a high-performance PLM Desktop, CENIT ECLISO for efficient 
information management as well as CENIT SERVICEMANAGER – a platform for integrating software systems into the ECM system. 

The enterprise employs around 700 staff worldwide, serving customers primarily from the automotive, aerospace, mechanical  
engineering, tooling and molding, financial services, commercial and consumer goods industries.
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